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. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION ON THE LANGLEY ECELICOFTERTEST

TOWER OF COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS ON A ROTOR

HAWG NACA 632-015 AIRFOIL SECTIONS

By Jsmes P. Shivers and Paul J. Carpenter

SUMMARY .

An investigation has been conducted on the Langley helicopter test
tower to determine experimentally the effects of compressibili~ on the
hovering performance amd the blade pitching moments of a helico~er rotor
having NACA 632-(u airfoil sections. Data sre presented for blade tip

~ch numbers from O.31 to 0.71.

The results show that the rotor having NACA 632-015 airfoil sections

can operate at much higher mean blade lift coefficients before encountering.
compressibility losses thsa were indicated from previous tests of rotors
having NACA 23015 airfoil sections. At a tip Mach nuniberof 0.71, mean

. blade 13ft coefficients of about 0.6 were reached without any appreciable
compressibility losses.

The results show that the two-dimensional airfoil-section data pro-
vide a reasonable basis for predicting the onset of compressibility losses
and that the differences in Mach nuniberfor drag divergence between air-
foils shown by two-dimensional data are realized in actual rotor tests.

INTRODUCTION

One method of meeting the reqxi.rementsof increased helicopter speeds
and higher disk loadings is by increasing the rotor-bhde tip Mach num-
ber. Design studies of helicopters with rotor tip speeds in the high
subsonic Wch number range and with high blade loadings have emphasized
the need for experimental rotor performance and blade pitching-moment
data on rotors operating in the region of compressibility effects.

Some initial data on the effects of compressibility on rotor hovering.
performance have been obtained with rotor blades having NACA 23015 air-
foil sections (ref. 1). The objective of that investigation was the

.
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determination of the effects of compressibility for that rotor and the
.—

extent to which the compressibilitydrag rise could be predicted from
available two-dimensional-airfoil-sectiondata. w

The present investigation,which is an extension of that of ref-
erence 1, was conducted with a rotor having NACA 632-01~ airfoil sections.

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the effects of com-
pressibility on rotor performance and the-extent to which the onset of
compressibility drag rise could be predicted-for a rotor blade having
the same thickness ratio as that of reference 1 but with a chordwise
thickness distribution more favorable for high-tip-speed performance.
Wsmuch as no high-speed two-dimensional section drag data for the NACA
632-01~ airfoil were available~ unpublished two-dimensional section data

for the NACA 6~-015 airfoil were used to make a comparison with the

experimental rotor drag divergence. (These data rematn unpublished since
they include an undetermined tare in the section drag coefficient and
the max:hnumlift coefficients are uncertain.) This particular rotor was
selectec~for st@--because the NACA 632-015 airfoil is one of those con-

.-

sidered for low-pressure pressure-jet application wherein the rotor ~
blades nust meet the dual reqtiements of operating at high tip speeds
and yet have large internal volume for air ducts. Also, compressibility
losses c:anbe studied at lower tip speeds thsm for thinner sections; thus,
some ofYthe structural problems encountered in tests at high tip speeds -

are alleviated.

The rotor blades were tested on the Langley helicopter test tower
.

over a tip Wch numiberrange from 0.31 to 0.71 (disk loading up to 7 pounds
per sqzsre foot) with a corresponding blade tip Reynolds number range

. —
from 2.1.9x IOb to 4.96x 1.06. Inasmuch as the rotor-blade leqd~_ edge
may becctie”rough in field service due–to abrasions or to ‘theaccumula-

—.

tion of foreign particles, such as bug spatters, the tests were repea~
for three tip Mach numbers (O.~j 0.62, and 0.77-) with NACA standard
leading-edge roughness.

Dra~and lifticurves as a function of blade angle of attack ~d
.—.—

Mach nuaber were synthesized by using the rotor experimental data and
unpublished data on the NACA 642-015 airfofi. Such Information should
be useful in predicting the onset of compressibilitypow& losses and
their rate of growth for rotors having similar airfoils.

SYMBOLS

a

b

.
slope of section-lift-coefficientcurve as a function of-section
angle of attack (radian measure), assumed to be 5.73

.

number of blades per rotor
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Qocoefficient, ~2p(~)2R

Tthrust coefficient, —
YcR2p(m)2

blade section chord at radius r, ft

blade drag coefficient

section profile-drag coefficient

airfoil section lift coefficient

6%
mean rotor-blade lift coef~icient,

T

measured pitching moment of a rotor blade, lb-ft

tip Mach nuuiber

pmc
Reynolds nuniber, ~

total rotor torque, lb-ft

rotor profile-drag torque, Ib-fi

blade radius, f%

radial distance to a blade element, ft

rotor

ratio

thrust, lb

of blade element radius to full radius, r/R
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a angle of attack, deg

‘% :-blade section angle of-attack, deg

e blade-section pitch angle measured from line of zero lift,
radians

P coefficient of viscosity, slugs/ft-sec

P mass densit~of air, sWgs/cu ft

Cs rotor solidity, bc/fiR,0.0374

ax rotor solidity at spanwise station x

,.

. .-

.-

,—
.—

inflow angle at blade element, *~~ -$, radians

.

Q rotor angular velocity, radian/see

Subscript:

t rotor tip

APPARATUS AND TEST MBTHODS
._

ver-
Modi-

The “investigationreported herein was conducted on the modified
sion of the Langley helicopter test tower described in reference ?.
fication consisted of enlarging the working area at the base of the tower1
and repowering with a S,000-horsepower variable-frequency electric drive
motor. Vhe rotor, as tested, was a fully articulated twb-bide rotor with

, the flapping hinge located on the center line “ofrotation-~d the &ag ‘-
hinge 12 inches outboard of the center line. A photograph of the rotor
installation on the Langley helicopter test tower is presented in figure 1.

Rotor Blades

The rotor blades used in the investigation were-of au-metal con- ‘“”
struction and had NACA 632-015 airfoil sections. The rotor blades were

.-

of rectangular plan form with a chord of 13 inches, a radius of L8.41 feet,
a solidity of 0.0374, and had 6.5° of linear negative twist between the-
center of’rotation and the blade tip. A single rotor blade as tested

.

weighed 60 pounds and had a spanwise center of gravity at-h8.2 percent of
. .
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. the radius and a chordwise centerof gravity at 26.8 percent chord from
the leading edge. The pitch axis of the rotor blade was located at
10.3 percent chord frcm the leading edge.

.

The main spar was a tubular-steel D-section located at the leading
edge of the airfoil. The outside of the airfoil was formedby a single
wrapping of statnless-steel skin cemented together at the trailing edge.
The resrward 75 percent of the airfoil skin was reinforced with chord-
wise hat sections bonded internally to the s{&less-steel skin a?.idto

--.—_

the main spar.

The rotor blade was a factory production model and detiated slightly.
from a true NACA 632-015 airfoil section; however, the airfoil was smooth

and free from flat spots over most of the blade span in the sxea extending
back to about 20 percent of its chord. A convenient indication of relative
smoothness of the rotor-blade surfaces Is given by the zero-lift profile-
drag coefficient. The present production blade of which the skin surface
is hereinafter referred to as ‘*smooth”had a zero-lift drag coefficient
of 0.0086. With stsndard NACA leading-edge roughness, the drag coeffi-
cient at zero lift increased to about 0.012. If the blade had had an
aerodynamically smooth surface, the drag coefficient would be expected
to be about 0.005.

. Tests were also made with leading-edge roughness added to the for-
ward 8 percent of the blade chord over the entire blade span. The leading-
edge roughness was standsrd NACA leading-edge roughness used inwind-ttiel

. airfoil tests (ref. 3). The roughness consisted of O.011-inch-diameter
Carborundum particles applied over a surface length corresponding to
8 percent of the chord back from the leading edge on the upper and laier”–
surfaces. The particles covered from 5 to 10 percent of this area.

A resistance-type strain gage, mounted on the rotor-blade main spar
at about the 20-percent-radius station, was used to monitor the blade
stresses so that the test conditions would not exceed the estimated yield
stress of the blade-spsr material.

Test Methods and Accuracy

The test procedure was to set a given tip Mach number and then vary
the blade pitch through a range from zero thrust to the point where an
increase in blade pitch did not increase rotor thrust, except in the
high-tip-speed range where the blade stresses limited the allowable pitch
range. At each pitch setting, data were recorded both from visual dial
readings and on an oscillograph. Quantities measured were rotor thrust,
rotor torque, blade pitch angle, blade pitching moment, rotor shaft rota-
tional speed, blade drag @e, and blade flapping angle. The range of

.
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test ccmditions was chosen to exceed the tip Mach nunibercorresponding
to the force break in order to establish the rate of increase o~com.
pressibility losses with tip angle of attack and Mach number.

.-.—
—

.
—

.
-.

The estimated accuracies of the basic qwntities measured during
the tests are as foElows: rotor thrustj=@O pounds; rotor torque,
*5O foct-pounds; rotor rotational speed, *1 revolution per tiutej and

all angular measurements, M.2°. The overall accuracy ofithe plotted
results is believed to be within *3 percent.

METHOD OF A.NA.LYSIS

In order to show the onset enlrate of growth of the compressibility
drag rise and drag increase due to blade stall past the blade section
maximum lift, that part of the power affected by these losses had to be
isolated. An analysis of the problem indicates that the profile-drag
power and, hence, the profile-drag torque coefficient would be chief~-
affecte~.

A convenientimethodof showing the rate of growth of profile torque
losses for the range of tip Mach nunibersinvestigated is to use a ratio
of profille-dragtorque coefficient deduced from the test results to that
calculated by using conventional strip analysis and to plot the resulting

cQ)o(measured)
ratios as a function of the blade-tip angle of--attack.

6Q,o(calculated)
The assumption used in obtaining the calculated CQ,O at a given rotor

~ was the conventional airfoil drag polar

—

.

.

Cd,o = 0.0087 - 0.0216%.+ o.-2

and a l:lnearHft-coefficient

Th:Lsdrag polar has been
and experience has shown that-

slope .. ----

cl ‘=%

used.in several smalyses (refs. 4–to 7)
it is a good a-pproximation.ofthe law-

speed profile drag of well-built, seml&ooth-~lades below the section
maximum lift. The measured rotor profile-drag torque coefficients were
determined by subtracting a calculated induced torque coefficient-from
the measured torque coefficient.

The data were plotted as a function of tip
as the tip-section angle of attack and tip Mach
the compressibility losses.

—

—

angle of attack inasmch -
nuder are an index of

.-
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.
The rotor-blade-tip angles of attack were determined by first

plotting the rotor thrust coefficient as a function of measured rotor-
tip pitch angle.. Secondly, a calculated tip inflow angle ~ was -

obtained from strip enalysis and was plotted as a function of calculated
rotor thrust coe~ficient. At a given experimental rotor thrust coeffi-
cient, the tip angle of attack was obtained by subtracting the calculated
inflow angle qt obtained at the same thrust coefficient from the meas-

ured tip pitch angle 0.

The measured blade pitching moments consisted of nmments due to aero-
~C and ~SS forces a~, since they were small, no attempt has been
made to separate them into individual components. The measured moments
have been reduced to nondimensional coefficients.

The blade pitching moments were obtained by measuring the forces in
the blade pitch controls. At zero lift, the moments are those about the
pitch axis which is located 10.5 percent from the chord leading edge.
As the lift is increased, another moment appears which is a moment about
the blade center of gravity and is equal to the product of the blade
lift and the distance between the center of gravity and the aerodynamic
center. There also exists a moment due to centrifugal forces which acts
to restore the blade section to flat pitch, but it is small and has been
ignored.

No attempts were made to obtain the blade aerodynamic moment by
. subtracting the moment due to the displacement of the center of grav%ty

from the aero~c center. Ihasmuch as the aerodynamic-center posi-------
.-

tion, especially with respect to high tip speeds, is not precisely ~0’wB
and the position of the aerodynamic center tith respect to the blade
center of gravity has a very powerful effect on the blade pitching
moment, no correction to the data has been ~de. Thus, more signlfic=ce
should be attached to the presence or absence of abrupt changes of
pitching-moment slopes rather than to the actual values.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The basic hovering performance and rotor blade pitching-moment
curves are presented first. From these basic curves, a detailed anal-
ysis of the effects of compressibility and stall are presented, together
tith a comparison of the test rotor blades wtth the rotor of reference 1.
Synthesized rotor-blade airfoil data that can be used to predict high-
tip-speed performance of rotors having similar airfoil sections are also

. shown.

.
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Hovering Performance
P_;

&moth blades.- T!hehovering performmce ofithe smooth blades is
-—

shown in figure 2 as plot-so~thrust coefficient as a -tion of torque
.

coefficient for blade-tip lkch numbers of 0.31 to 0.71. A calculated
rotor-performance curve based on a linear lift-coefficient slope

Cl=s+

and conventional drag polar

cd, O = 0.0087 - o.021~ -1-o.koocl#

is al.SCIplotted for comparison with the experimental dati.” The c~c~ted “
curve was obtained by using conventional strip-analysisprocedure and a
3-percent-tip loss factor (outer 3 percent of the blade produces no 4ft
but haE profile drag). k general, the experimental low-tip-speed curves

—

show ex.cel.lentagreement with the calculated curve up to a thrustmoeffj.-
cient c,fabout 0.0050 to 0.0060 (~= 0.804).

—.

Ir.creasesin tip speed caused the experimental rotor-performance
curve to break away from the calculated curve atiprogressively lower
values of thrust-coefficient. The breakaway point–of the experimental .
curve fyom the calculated curve indicates the critical value at which
compressibilityand stall losses begin. -.

.-
.

It is significant that, although this rotor blade had a 15-percent-
thick airfoil section, arotor thrust coefficient otibout 0.0037

(q= 0.6) was obtained at a tip Mach nuniberof 0.71 with only about

a 4.4-~ercent increase in power due to compressibility losses.

Leading-edge roughness.- Since helicopter--rotorblades may develop
leadi~-edge roughness during normal service because o~brasion or the
accumulation of foreign particles, a portion of the test program was
repeated with standard NACA leading-edge roughness applied to the rotor
blades. ‘l!hisroughness probably represents more than that usually due
to normal service and is used only to demonstrate the effect-sof an
extreme condition.

A comparison of the rotor performance with smooth blades ~ . 0.46,
0.62, and 0.71) and with leading-edge roughness i(Mt = 0.44r0. 2, and 0.72)

applied is shown in figure 3. The addition of leading-ewe roughness
increased the zero-thrust profile-torque coefficient by about 40 percent.
The increment in profile torque increases as thrust coefficient is
increased and at a tip Mach number of 0,46 and a thrustioefficient

.

of 0.0050, the increment increase in profile torque due to roughness ie
about 3,5 times that shown at–zero thrust. The leading-edge roughness
reduced the maximum rotor thrust coefficient”and at the highest tip Mach
number reduced the rotor thrust coefficients at which the coqpressibil~ty
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. drag rise sterted to occur. _For
the rotor thrust coefficient for
less.

9

example, at a tip Mach number of 0.71,
compressibility drag rise is about 0.001

than that shown for the smooth blades.

Rotor Blade Pitching Moments

Rotor-blade pitching-moment data are necessary to determine the
rotor control forces and sre important in blade vibration and stability
analyses.

Smooth blades.- A comparison of the blade pitching-moment character-
istics for tip ~ch nunibersof 0.31 to 0.71 for the rotor tested in the
smooth condition as a function of rotor thrust coefficient is shown in
figure 4. The pitching-moment data represent the .meas~ed rotor blade
moments about the blade pitch axis and include both aerodynamic and
blade mass forces.

The moments shown at zero rotor thrust coefficient are presumbl.y
due to deviations of the airfoil from a truly symmetrical section. The
change in blade moments as thrust is increased msy be psrtly due to devi-
ation from true airfoil contour but probably is largely caused by the
displacement of the blade aerodynamic cerrterfrom the blade center of

. gravity. As mentioned previously, the blade aerodynamic center is not
precisely known. Since the position of the aerodyusmic center with
respect to the center of gravity has a very powerful effect on bbiie

. pitching moments and since the actual measured moments sre small (-10 ft-lb
to 90 ft-lb), it appears more logical to present the total measured
moments about the pitch axis of the blade.

(At the lower tip Mch numbers below ~ = O.~), the pitching maments
are negative (that is, nose down) throughout the thrust-coefficient range.
At the higher thrust coefficient, the pitching-moment curve slope reverses;
this reversal indicates a rearward shift in center of pressure due to
blade stall. The effect of increasing the tip Mach number was to shift
the center of pressure forwsrd sM@tly ~d thus pr~uce nose-uP rn~~nts
and to decrease the thrust coefficient at which the pitching-mbment curve
slope reverses.

The point at which c@ressibility or stall begins.to increase the
rotor power requirement is noted by a tick on the curves (fig. 4). It
is significant that, although the tip of the blade is encountering com-
pressibility losses, the reversal in slope of the bl~e pitchix-~nt
curve is delayed well beyond the onset of compressibility losses. This
characteristic is also shown by the unpublished data on the two-

. dimensional NACA &2-015 airfoil.section. At the higher tip Mach num-

bers, rotor data were not obtained at a high enough thrust coefficient
to determine the pitching-moment reversal. (Allowable blade bending ,

-
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stresses limited the data obtainable.) In general, more significance
should be attached to the shape of’these curves than to their actual
numerical values.

~eading-edge roughness.- The effect of leading-edge roughness on
the blade pitching moments is shown in figure 5 for tip Wch numbers
of 0.44, 0.62, M 0.72. Leading-edge roughness shifts the pitching-
moment curves to a positive or nose-up moment over most-of the thrust-
coeffici.entrange. This shif%ing indicates that the center of pressure
is slightly forward as compared with the smooth condition. The thrust-
coefficient value at-which the pitching-moment curve slope reverses is
also substantially less (15 to 25 percent) than that obtained for the
blade in the smooth condition.

.

-.

The point at which compressibilitybegins to increase the rotor
power requirements is noted by a tick on the curves of figure 5. It i~
significant here also that, although the tip of the blade is encountering
compressibility losses, the reversal in slope of the blade pit&ing-
moment curve is delayed beyond the onset of compressibility losses.

In general, the overall effects of leading-edge roughness are an
increase in profile drag, a decrease in maximum rotor thrust coefficient
a decrease in rot-orthrust coefficient-for compressibility drag rise
smd for the break in the pitching-moment curves. .

Rotor Profile Drag Torque ,—

The principal effect of compressibility and stall on the rotor is
an increase in the rotor profile drag torque. The dividing line between
stalling losses and compressibility losses is never clearly defined and
these losses are usually combined. In general, however, stalling losses
are predominant in the lower subsonic blade-tip Mach nuniberrsnge at-high
angles of attack and compressibilitylosses are predominant-at the higher
blade-tip subsonic Mach nuuibersand lower sngles of attack.

Figure 6 presents the ratios of cQ,o(measured) ‘0 cQ,o(calculated)}
based on the aforementioned assumption of linear lift-curve slope and con-
ventional.drag polar, plotted as a function of calculated blad+tip single
of attack. At the lower tip Mach nunibers(M. 0.31 to M= 0.40), the
ratio of profile-drag torque coefficients remains near unity up to cal-
culated blade-tip angles of about 10°; this condition indicates that-
there was no drag increase over and above that represented by the con-
ventional drag polar. Above blade tip.angles of 10°, the profile-drag
torque coefficient ratios begin to diverge from unity; this divergence
indicates an increased-drag due to flow separation on the airfoil. At
the lowest tip Mxh number of 0.31, the drag increase occurred at-a
lower tip angle (about 9.4°) than at the next highest tip hch number

.
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. d 0.36. This condition is.probably due to the beneficial effect of a
higher Reynolds nuder in delaying separation. The effect of a_reduc-
tion on maximum section lift coefficient with a reduction in Reynolds

. number, in the test region previously discussed, has also been shown
in the two-dimensional data of reference 8.

At the lower blade-tip Mach ntiers as the tip angle is increased
about 2° past the onset of blade stall, the profile torque losses are
about 40 percent greater than that calculated by using the conventional
drag polar. At the higher blade-tip Mach number, the initial rate of
growth of the compressibility losses indicates about a ~-percent increase
in profile-drag torque losses for 2° of blade-tip angle increase past
the onset of compressibility losses.

Comparison With Two-Dimensional Drag-Divergence Data

Since the compressibility losses can be an appreciable part of the
total power, as indicatedby figure 2, it is important that the desi~er
be able to predict the tip Mach nuniberand tip angle of attack at which
compressibility losses occur.

A comparison of the rotor-blsde drag-divergence tip Wch number and
. angle of attack with unpublished data on the NACA 642-015 two-dimensional

airfoil section is shown in figure 7. Data on the NACA @2-015 airfoil

. section are used in this comparison since it is the only airfoil similar
to the actual rotor blade (NACA 632-015) on which data are available.

‘lheNACA 642-o15 airfoil wouldbe expected to have about the same drag-

divergence Mach number as the NACA 632-015 airfoil.

Data sre presented (fig. 7) for the rotor blade in both the smooth
condition and with leading-edge roughness added. The results show that
at the low-tip-pitch angles the smooth rotor-blade drag-divergence Mach
numbers are slightly higher thsn those indicated by the two-dimensional ‘“-
data. This increase in tip Wch nuder for drag divergence has been
shown in other rotor and propeller tests and is somet-s called a “tip
relief effect.” It is attributed to the three-dimensional air flow over
and around the blade tip which reduces the air-fluw velocity over the
blade tip section and thus allows a slight increase in tip speed before
drag divergence occurs as compared with the two~timensional flow over
the airfoil. As the mgle of attack is increased past about 8°, the
experimental rotor-blade drag-divergence Mach nuuiberdrops below that
indicated by the two-dimensional data.

A possible explanation of the reduced experimental rotor-blade tip
angle of attack lies with the theory from which the tip angle of attack
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is calculated. The calculation does not-
bution of the induced flow (when loss of
estimate the rotor-blade angle of attack.

NACATN 38X ““ —

i ~.’
take into account-the redistri-
lift-occurs) and thus may under-
Another factor is intr-&luced .

because-of the blade twist which caused the calculated maximum blade
angle cf attack to occur inboard at about x percent of the blade radtus.
Thus, the tip angle of attack is somewhat lower than that section of the
blade causing the drag rise.

--

The flagged synibols(fig. 7) indicate--thel&ch number for drag diver-
gence of the rotor with leading-edge roughness added and show the reduc-
tion in tip angle of attack at which compressibility drag losses occur
for this condition.

Ih general, the comparison of the rotor-blade drag-divergence Mach
number ‘riththat-btdned from two-dimensional airfoil tests provides
the des.fgnerwith a basis on which to predict-the onset of compressi-
bility :Losses.

Comparison of Rotor Blades Having NACA 632-015 Airfoil Sections

With Those Having NACA 23015-Airfoil Sections

The high-tip-speed performance of the present rotor is compared
tith ths,tobtained for a rotor having NACA 2X15 airfoil sections. Sugh
a comparison would be expected to demonstrate the superior performance
at-high rotor tip speeds that may be obtained with rotors having air-
foils with more favorable pressure distributions at moderately high sub-
sonic Nklchnumbers. It is therefore pertinent to examine the alrfoil-
section characteristics of each rotor to determine the general.magnitude
of the high-tip-speed rotor performance differences that might be
expected..

Two-dimensio@ airfoil drag divergence.- In figure 8 the two-
dimen~mal airfoil section lift coefficient is plotted as a function
of Mach number for drag divergence for the two airfoils, the NACA 23015
(ref’.9) and the NACA @2-015 (unpublished NACA data used in the absence

of NACA 632-015 airfoil-section data). The results show that for Mach

numbers “between0.52 and 0.70 the section lift coefficients for drag
divergence of the NACA &2-015 airfoil are substantially higher them

those shown for the NACA 23015 airfoil. For cxgample,at-a tip Mach num-
ber of 0.60, the NACA 642-015 airfoil can operate at about 0.3 section

lift coefficient-higher before drag divergence occurred than the NACA
23015 ai:rfoilcan. This result represents an increase in the lift-coeffi-
cient of a little over ~ percent. At a constant CZ of-about 0.6, the

Mach number for drag divergence for the NACA 632-015 airfoil is about

.

.
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.
15 percent ~eater than that for t~e NACA 23015 airfoil. At the very
low section lift coefficients (O to 0.21), the two airfoils have simllsr
Mach nuuibersfor drag divergence. Above CZ . 1.0, the NACA 2X15 air-

foil appears to be superior to the NACA @t2-015 airfoil, but the data

range is insufficient to establish the trend clearly.

Rotor comparison.- !Therotor blades having NACA 23015 airfoil sec-
tions, used in the previous tests of reference, had a ratio of tip chord
to root chord of 0.54 and & linear washout. The rotor blades having
NACA 632-015 airfoil sections, used in present tests, had a rectangular

plan form and 6.5° of linear washout. Before these rotors can be com-
pared, it is necessary to examine ftrst the effects of Mst and. taper
on the rotor perfo~ce.

The effect of blade twist is to reduce the tip angle of attack for
a given rotor thrust and rotational speed. The effect of taper (tip
chord less than root chord) is to increase the tip angle of attack for
a given thrust and rotational speed. Calculations indicate that this
effect is not too powerful in that, for rotors of the ssme solidity and ‘-
at a blade mean lift coefficient of about 0.3, a ratio of tip chord to
root chord of 0.5 increases the tip angle of attack by only about 0.3°
over that for the blade of rectangular plan form. The change in tip

. angle of attack for the blades with -8° of twist and those with -6.50
of twist is also about 0.3°. Consequently, at a given mesn lift coeffi-
cient, the rotor blades having NACA 23015 airfoil sections, a taper ratio

. of o.%, and -8° of twist will have about the same tip section angle of
attack as the rotor blades having NACA 632-015 airfoil sectionsj rectsn-

gdarPw fo~, and @ -6.5° of twist.

b any comparison of performance of rotor blades, however, the.rotor-
blade surface condition snd contour accuracy will have an important
bearing on the rotor characteristics. The leading-edge radius of the
rotor having NACA 23015 airfoil sections was about 10 percent larger than
that of the true airfoil and its oversize may have resulted in a decreased
tip Mach number for drag divergence for that rotor. The leading edge of
the rotor having the NACA 632-01-5airfoil section, on the other hand,

-—

was very close to that of the true airfoil. Figure 9 shows a comp=ison
of the profile-torque compressibility losses between the rotor having
NACA 23015 airfoils and the one having an NACA 632-015 airfoil as curves

CQ,O(llle
of profile torque ratios

asured) plotted as a function of

cQ>o(csJ-ctiata~e resflts show that at a tiP
rotor-blade mean lift coefficient q.

. Mch nuniberof 0.69 the rotor haviu WCA 632-01-5~rfoil sections Can

operate at about a 60 percent higher rotor-blade mean lift coefficient
without compressibility losses than can either of the rotors having —
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NACA23015 airfoil sections.
cient for drag divergence of

NACAm 385)

Thus, the increase in section lift coeffi-
the NACA 632-015 airfoil as compaed with

the NACW 23015 airfoil that was shown in figure 8 is substantiatedby
the measured rotor performance.

The rate of growth of the compressibility losses of the NACA
632-015 rotor blades ”withmean lift coefficient following drag diver-
gence is much less than the rate of growth for the NACA 23015 rotor. A%

.
—

a blade mean lift–coeffi”cientO.n beyond the onset of compressibility
losses, the profile-drag torque losses for the NACA 632-015 rotor are

about twice that calculated without compressibility effects. For the
same ccmdition, the NACA 23015 rotor blade has compressibility losses
nearly three times that calculated. Most of this improvement shown by
the NACA 632-015 rotor blade is believed to be due to the higher air-

foil lift coefficient obtained before drag divergence.

Synthesized Characteristics of the NACA 632-015 Airfoil

Section for Rotor Performance Calculations

Inasmuch as there were no experimental data available-on the high-
speed characteristics of the two-dimensional NACA 632-015 airfoil sec- .

tion, rotor-blade airfoil-section drag and lift curves as a function of
Mach number were synthesized from the experimental rotor performance.

—

The ob:ect of such work was to present airfoil data that could be used
.

in predicting the high-tip-speed performance of rotors having similar
airfoils. The drag and lift curves herein we based, to a large extent,
on unpublished wind-tunnel data on the high-speed characteristics for
the twc}-dimensionalNACA 642-015 airfoil section. It is believed, huw-

ever, that the-generel shape of the section-drag-coefficientcurves as
a function of Mach number and the &’ag-divergence Wch numbers sxe cor-
rect bUt that the section drag Coefficients are Somewhak high.

In figure 10 the synthesized drag coefficients for the rotor-blade
NACA 6?!2-015airfoil section ere plotted as a function of Mach number

for blsde angles of attack from 0° to 14° and were obtained by sub-
tracting an increment determined by trial and error from the unpublished
drag data on the NACA 642-015 airfoil section. The resulting curves

retain the general shape of the variation of drag with lkch number as
that fcm the unpublished data. The procedwe was repeated until the
corrected data would accurately predict the-relationship to ~ or ~

over the tip Mach number range of 0.31 to 0.71 covered in the investi-
gation. No attempt was made to correlate ~ or CQ with the measured

.

blade pitch angle e.

—
—
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.
The synthesized lift coefficient for the rotor-blade NACA 632-015

airfoil section is plotted in figure l.1as a function of Mach number for
. angles of attack from 0° to lko. The rotor-blade section-lift-coefficient

curves were identical to the unpublished ld.ft-coefficientdata on the
NACA 642-015 airfoil section except that the ti_lift-Coefficient _

values were increased to predict accurately the actual experimental rotor
performance. Drag and lift curves are presented for Mach numbers up to
0.75 but beyond a Mach nuniberof O.~ the curves are dashed to indicate
their provisional.nature.

Generally, the use of the wind-tunnel data on the two-dimensional
airfoil section to calculate the increase in rotor power due to compress-
ibility effects results in overestimating the power requirements. This
effect is often referred to as a “tip relief effect” wherein the rotor
or propeller blade.does not experience the same drag, as indicated by
two-dimensional data, because of the re~eving effect of the air flowing
over and around the blade tips. Ih figures 10 and 11 the “tip relief
effect” is already included in the data since the curves were based on
the experimental rotor performance. When the rotor performance is cal-
culated by using the data shown in figures 10 and 1.1,the usual low-speed
assumptions, that the outer 3 percent of the blade radius produces no
lift but has profile drag, still apply.

CONCLUSIONS

AS a result of the high-tip-speed tests, the effect of co~ressi-
bility on the hovering performance and blade pitching-moment character-
istics of a rotor blade having NACA 632-015 airfoil sections has been

determined experimentally over a tip Mach nurriberrange from 0.31 to 0.71.
The performance of the test rotor has been compared with that obtained
previously with rotor blades having NACA 2x15 airfoil sections.

The most significant conclusion is that the differences in Mach num-
ber for drag divergence between airfoils shuwn by two-dimensional data
sre realized in actual rotor tests. This result then shows that it
should be possible to calculate the onset of compressibility drag rise
of other rotors based on their two-dimensional section data.

Another important conclusion is that, even though the rotor of the
present test had a 15-percent-thick airfoil section, it could operate
at a tip Mach number of 0.7 and mean blade lift coefficients of up to
about 0.6 before encountering any appreciable compressibility losses.
At a tip Mach nuuiberof 0.69 the rotor having NACA 632-015 airfoil sec-

tions, with a thickness distribution developed for more favorable high-
tip-speed performance, could reach a 60 percent higher rotor-blade mean
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lift cc)efficientwithout any compressibilitylosses as compare&with the
.

rotor having NACA 23015 airfoil.sections. Some Small ~art of-this
improve~nt in performance may be attributable to the more accurate con-
stmctj.on of the WM 632-OIS rotor blades.

._-.

The data also show that the reversal in slope o~tk blsde pitching-
moment curve is delayed beyond the onset of compressibilitylosses.

S~mthesized drag and lift characteristic curves for the rotor-blade
airfoil.section are presented for predicting the high-tip-speed perform-” “~
ante of’rotors having similar airfoils. —

Langley Aeronautical =boratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., August 2, 1956.
..

●

.

*...
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Figure 10.- Synthesized rotor-blade section drag coefficient plotted
against Mach number for NAcA 632-015 airfoil.
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